
CISC 1600, Lab 3.5: AppleCatcher – Scratch in
Processing

Prof Michael Mandel

1 Introduction

For this lab, we will be creating a simple game in Processing based on our
game “Egg Catcher” from Scratch. It will utilize a Sprite class that I have
written to create Sprites from Scratch in Processing.

1.1. Go to https://www.openprocessing.org/class/57767/ in your browser
and log in.

1.2. Create a fork of the skeleton project
https://www.openprocessing.org/sketch/548734

2 Planning the game

The game will be called Apple Catcher. In the game a cat (the player) will
attempt to catch the appls that fall from the sky. The player will control the
cat using the keyboard.

In the first iteration of the game (what this tutorial covers), we will have one apple
fall over and over. Each apple that is caught will add one to the score.
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2.1 Object outline

Object Facts Functions
Name, description What are the facts about

this object? What does
the object look like? How
many images will you need
for it? Where does it
start? What are its states
(alive, dead, etc.

What does this object do?
Can it move? Can it
change costumes? Can
it interact with other ob-
jects? Can it interact with
the player?

Stage: bg (the stage it-
self, which will have a
gameplay screen).

Has one background. [Nothing]

Cat: cat1 (the player) Will have two costumes so
that it can appear to run

Move and change costume
in response to left and
right key presses. Will not
go up and down only side
to side.

Apple: apple Has only one costume Appear at the top of the
stage at random x coor-
dinate, then falls towards
the bottom of the screen.
If it touches the Cat, the
score will go up by 1.

Text: tm Not a sprite, but has a
message and a timer

Shows the message until
the timer runs out, can
show another message af-
ter the first is done.

We will use the following variables to hold the Sprites and the Text objects:

Sprite cat1;
Sprite apple;
Sprite bg;
TimedMessage tm;

3 Library: classes to use (and not modify)

The skeleton sketch contains two classes that will be very useful to you in creating
this game: Sprite and TimedMessage. Below I show the facts and functions
of these two classes, but without the function bodies. See the skeleton if you
really want to know how the functions are implemented, but you shouldn’t have
to.
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// TimedMessage class, an object to show text messages
// for a certain number of frames
class TimedMessage {

// Facts
float x, y;
int mySize, framesLeft;
string msg;

// Functions

// Constructor takes coordinates and text size to use
TimedMessage(float tmpX, float tmpY, int tmpSize)

// Set the message to display and the time to display it for
void show(string tmpMsg, int forFrames)

// Show the message if time isn’t up yet
void draw()

}

// Sprite: a class that mimics Sprites in Scratch
class Sprite {

// Facts
float x, y, angle, myScale;
int currentCostume;
float myWidth, myHeight;
PImage[] costumes;

// Functions

// Constructor: give array of costumes to use
Sprite(PImage[] tmpCostumes)

// Draw on the canvas at current position, scale, and rotation
void draw()

// Set new position
void setPosition(float newX, float newY)

// Update position relative to current position
void changePosition(float changeInX, float changeInY)
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// Move forward based on current angle
void moveForward(float steps)

// Set new angle (in degrees)
void setAngle(float newAngle)

// Update angle relative to current angle
void changeAngle(float changeInAngle)

// Set new scale (multiplier on size)
void setScale(float newScale)

// Update scale relative to current scale by multiplying them
void changeScale(float changeInScale)

// Switch to specified costume number
void wearCostume(int costume)

// Advance to next costume or start over
void nextCostume()

// Test if the bounding box of the sprite contains the
// specified point
boolean overlapsPoint(float otherX, float otherY)

// Test if the bounding box of the sprite overlaps the
// bounding box of another sprite
boolean overlapsSprite(Sprite other)

}

4 Write the setup function

The skeleton project contains a setup function with many commands missing
and replaced by comments. Fill in the missing code. Each comment should
correspond to a single line of code that you need to write. Use the methods from
the Sprite and TimedMessage classes shown in Section 3 to do this.

Note that the necessary images are already included in the skeleton project, but
you will need to load them using the loadImage() function. The images are
called

• scratchCat1.png

• scratchCat2.png

• boardwalk.png
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• apple.png

void setup() {
size(480, 320);
frameRate(10);

// Load cat images
// Create cat sprite
// Set scale of cat to 0.2
// Set position to cat to middle of screen on the bottom

// Load apple image
// Create apple sprite
// Set scale of apple to 0.2
// Set position of apple to random x and y=0

// Load boadwalk image
// Create background sprite using it

// Create timed message centered on the screen
// Set it to display "Ready, go!" for 20 frames

}

5 Write the draw function

The skeleton project contains a draw function with many commands missing
and replaced by comments. Fill in the missing code. Each comment should
correspond to a single line of code that you need to write. Use the methods from
the Sprite and TimedMessage classes shown in Section 3 to do this.

void draw() {
background(255);

// Draw all four sprites

// Make the apple fall 5 pixels

if (apple.overlapsSprite(cat1)) {
// Set the position of the apple to random x and y=0 again

// Show timed message "Got it!" for 10 frames

} else if (apple.y > height - 30) {
// Set the position of the apple to random x and y=0 again
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// Show timed message "Missed it!" for 10 frames

}
}

6 Write the keyPressed function

The skeleton project contains a keyPressed function with many commands
missing and replaced by comments. Fill in the missing code. Each comment
should correspond to a single line of code that you need to write. Use the
methods from the Sprite and TimedMessage classes shown in Section 3 to do
this.

void keyPressed() {
if (key == CODED && keyCode == LEFT) {

// Move cat 5 pixels to the left

// Change cat’s costume to next costume

} else if (key == CODED && keyCode == RIGHT) {
// Move cat 5 pixels to the right

// Change cat’s costume to next costume

}
}

7 Optionally submit your project

You do not need to submit this lab, but if you want to, you can submit it to the
BlackBoard dropbox for lab 3.5. Note that this lab is eligible for extra credit if
you complete the additions in the following section.

8 Extra credit: Improve the game

What could be done to make this game better and more fun to play? For an
extra challenge, implement two of the following eight possible extensions.

• Add the Parrot sprite flying back and forth to drop the apple, as in the
“Egg Catcher” game we made in Scratch

• Drop multiple apples at a time
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• Keep score using a global variable called score showing it with a call to
the text() function in the main draw() function.

• Add lives for the player, make the apple hitting the ground decrease the
number of lives by 1, and make the game end after the lives run out

• One feature of your own choosing
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